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Abstract
This paper presents a qualitative analysis on the variations in 
the speaking style and in the meanings (paralinguistic 
information) carried by several interjections appearing in 
spontaneous speech. Analysis results show that part of the 
paralinguistic information carried by several interjections can 
be associated to their speaking styles. On the other hand, the 
effects of small differences in the phonetic content, on the 
possible meanings carried by the interjections were also 
analyzed. The non-modal voice qualities, such as whispery, 
harsh and pressed voices, were also shown to be important in 
the expression of emotions and attitudes. 
Index Terms: prosody, voice quality, paralinguistic 
information, speech acts, attitudes, emotions 

1. Introduction
Besides the linguistic information, the understanding of 
paralinguistic information is also important in spoken dialog 
systems, especially in non-verbal communication using 
interjections such as “eh”, “ah”, and “un”.  Such interjections 
are frequently used to express a reaction to the interlocutor’s 
utterance in spontaneous dialogue speech, and usually 
express some intention, attitude, or emotion (paralinguistic 
information). Also, as there is little phonetic information 
represented by such interjections, most of the paralinguistic 
information is represented by prosodic features, including 
variations in F0 (fundamental frequency), power, duration 
and voice quality [1].  

Recent works dealing with paralinguistic information 
extraction have shown that besides classical prosodic features 
based on fundamental frequency (F0), power and duration, 
voice quality features (caused by non-modal phonations, such 
as breathy, whispery, creaky and harsh [2]) also play 
important roles, when analyzing natural conversational 
speech data, mainly in expressive speech utterances [3].  

We first briefly introduce the definitions of each voice 
quality, which will be referred along the paper. Whispery and 
breathy voices are characterized by the perception of a 
turbulent noise (aspiration noise) due to air escape at the 
glottis, and are correlated with the perception of fear [4], 
sadness, relaxation and intimate in English [5], and politeness 
in Japanese [6]. Vocal fry or creaky voices are characterized 
by the perception of very low fundamental frequencies, where 
individual glottal pulses can be heard, or by a rough quality 
caused by an alternation in amplitude, duration or shape of 
successive glottal pulses. Vocal fry may appear in low tension 
voices correlating with sad, bored or relaxed voices [4,5], or 
in pressed voices (where the glottis is closed most of time 
during the glottal vibrations [7]) expressing admiration or 
suffer [8]. Harsh and ventricular voices are characterized by 
the perception of an unpleasant, rasping sound, caused by 
irregularities of vocal fold vibrations in higher fundamental 

frequencies, and are reported to correlate with anger, 
happiness and stress [4,5]. 

In previous researches, we have proposed several acoustic 
parameters for representing the features of specific voice 
qualities [9-12], and proposed a framework for extraction of 
paralinguistic information as shown in Figure 1, using voice 
quality related acoustic parameters, in addition to prosodic 
features. 
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Figure 1: A framework for paralinguistic information 
extraction considering prosodic and voice quality features.

In our previous work, we analyzed the roles of the 
speaking styles (represented by prosodic including voice 
quality features), for discrimination of several paralinguistic 
information items carried by the interjections “e” and “un”
[13]. Although most of the paralinguistic information or the 
meanings carried by an interjection depend on its speaking 
style, there is also a dependency on the phonetic content of 
the interjection. In the present work, we investigated the 
variations in speaking styles and paralinguistic information 
carried by several interjections appearing in spontaneous 
dialogue speech. 

2. Speech data 
Three databases of Japanese spontaneous dialogue speech 
were used for analysis in the present work. 

One is the JST/CREST ESP expressive speech database 
[14]. Data of ten speakers (seven female and three male 
speakers) were used for analysis. This database can be 
classified in two types: 

� FAN, FYM, FSM, FYS (female, 30s): natural daily 
conversations (including telephone calls) between 
family members, friends, and non-familiar people 
(hospital, companies). The length of each dialogue file 
varies from 10 to 30 minutes. 
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� JFA (female, 40s), JFB (female, 30s), JFC (female, 40s), 
JMA (male, 20s), JMB (male, 30s), JMC (male, 30s): 
free dialogue conversations (by telephone) between 
subjects who were not familiar with each other. Each 
dialogue file has approximately 30 minutes.  

This database has in total about 200 hours of speech, and 
is very rich in terms of interjections. 

The second database is the CSJ (“Corpus of Spontaneous 
Japanese”) speech corpus [15]. This corpus is constituted by 
monologue and dialogue speech data. For the present work, 
dialogue data was analyzed. The dialogues are between 
speakers which are familiar and not familiar with each other. 
Each dialogue has approximately 10 minutes.  

� D01 (16 dialogues; total 3.2 hours): interview after 
simulated public speaking.

� D02 (16 dialogues; total 3.1 hours): task-oriented 
dialogues.

� D03 (16 dialogues; total 3.6 hours): free dialogue 
conversations.

� D04 (10 dialogues; total 2.1 hours): interview after 
academic presentations.  

Speakers are male and female aging from 20s to 50s. The 
interviewers or conversation partners of each dialogue are two 
female speakers in her 20s and 30s. 

And finally, the third database is a multi-modal 
conversational database newly recorded at the ATR IRC Labs. 
This database contains 42 free dialogue conversations of 10 to 
15 minutes each, by 4 male speakers (from 20s to 40s) and 3 
female speakers (from 30s to 50s). For the present work, only 
the transcriptions and the speech data were used. 

The text transcriptions of each database were arranged to 
one big file, and a text searching process was executed to 
obtain the utterances starting with a specific interjection. It 
was a laborious work for discriminating interjections from 
non-interjection words. 

The text search process resulted in the list of interjection 
groups shown in Table 1. Although other interjections like 
“naruhodo” (“I see”), “nanka” (“I mean”), “eetto” (“uhm”), 
and “dee” (“and…”) were identified during the text search 
process, these were removed from the present analysis 
because their paralinguistic information are less dependent on 
the speaking style. In the present work, we focused on the 
interjections shown in Table 1, and investigated the possible 
usage of each interjection according to their speaking styles. 
We can observe in the table that the interjections “un/hun” are 
the mostly frequently used ones for expressing a reaction to 
the interlocutor’s utterances, followed by “a/aa”, “hai” and 
“e/ee”.

Table 1. List of interjections selected for analysis, and 
corresponding number of tokens found in the database.

e/ee 12729 hai/haai 13044
un/hun 51240 ha/haa/han 321
a/aa 29710 iie/ie 211
an/aan 498 iya/iyaa 3372
he/hee 2381 ya/yaa 689
o/oo 452 ara/arya/araa 145
on/oon 168 are/aree 295
ho/hoo 1212 wa/waa/uwaa 367
hon/hoon 527

3. Analysis results 
Lists of utterances were prepared for each group of 
interjections. Then, the variations in paralinguistic 
information were investigated within each interjection group 
by two native subjects. The paralinguistic information items 
for each interjection are based on the online dictionary 
[16,17], and on results of past publications [13,18,19]. 
However, new items were allowed to be freely added by the 
subjects. The items annotated by the two subjects were later 
checked by a third subject for improving consistency. 
In the present paper, we focused on the interjections which 
carry multiple paralinguistic information, according to their 
speaking styles. The following sub-sections show the possible 
paralinguistic information found in the database for each 
interjection group.

Samples of the interjections can be listened at 
<http://www.irc.atr.jp/~carlos/interjection/>.

3.1. e/ee
The interjections “e” and “un” (in Section 3.2) are the most 
rich in terms of the variety of paralinguistic information 
expressed according to their speaking styles [12]. The results 
presented in the sub-sections 3.1 and 3.2 basically matched 
with those obtained in previous works. 

Short falling intonation is used for positive reactions 
(affirm, agree, accept or understand) (e1.wav). Short rising 
intonation is used for asking for a repetition, or as an 
unexpected reaction (e2.wav). When a whispery or harsh 
whispery voice quality is accompanied by the rising 
intonation, it expresses surprise (e3.wav). A lengthened and 
rising intonation is used as negative reactions (like 
dissatisfaction, disgust, blame and suspicion) (e4.wav). A 
weak, long and flat intonation appears when the speaker is 
thinking (fillers) or in the beginning of the utterances 
(openers) (e5.wav). A lengthened “ee” is also used to express 
admiration or sympathy (e6.wav). In long “ee” utterances, a 
pressed voice quality often appears when expressing a deep 
surprise, or a deep sympathy (e7.wav).

A sequence of multiple falling “ee” utterances was also 
found for strengthening the agreement or understanding 
(e8.wav).

3.2. un/hun/uun
The interjection “un” carries similar paralinguistic 
information with the interjection “e”, uttered with similar 
speaking styles presented in Section 3.1 (un1.wav – un8.wav).

One big difference is that the utterance “uun”
accompanied by a fall-rise intonation means “no” (negation) 
(un9.wav). Also, compared to pressed lengthened “ee”,
pressed lengthened “uun” is more used to express a deep 
thinking or hesitation (un7.wav).

3.3. a/aa
A short interjection “a” is often used when the subject noticed, 
remembered, or got surprised with the interlocutor’s utterance 
(a1.wav). When expressing surprise, the short “a” utterance 
often becomes breathy/whispery (a2.wav), or a strong 
breathing occurs right after the short “a” (a3.wav).

A long “aa” usually accompanied by a falling intonation 
is largely used to express acknowledgement, agreement or 
understanding (a4.wav). A multiple sequence of falling “aa”,
with a slight pitch reset between each “aa”, expresses strong 
understanding or agreement (a5.wav).
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In the case of a double sequence, i.e., “aa aa”, if the pitch 
reset of the second “aa” is as strong as or stronger than the 
first “aa”, it expresses sympathy, compassion, pity or 
disappointment (a6.wav). A fall-rise intonation has the same 
effect. (a7.wav)

In about 30% of the utterances including the interjections 
“a/aa”, isolated “a/aa” utterances were observed, while in the 
remaining utterances, they appeared in the beginning of other 
utterances. For example, “a hai” (“uhn…”) was found in 
about 2500 tokens, while “a soo…” and “a honto/honma…”
(“oh really…”) were found in about 5000 and 1000 tokens. 
The short “a” appearing in the beginning of utterances is 
thought to be used, not only to express a noticing or an 
acknowledgment, but also as a “cushion” to the following 
utterance.

3.4. he/hee
In the dictionary, we find that “he” is (1) used as responses 
expressing slight modesty, or (2) used when looking down the 
interlocutor, while “hee” is (1) used to express admiration, 
amazement or surprise. However, we found in our database 
that, “he/hee” are largely used expressing a variety of 
meanings as in “e/ee”.

For example, short fall intonations were used to positive 
responses (he1.wav), short rise intonations to ask for a 
repetition (he2.wav), and additional harsh/whispery voice 
quality appeared when expressing surprise or unexpectedness 
(he3.wav).

Although long “hee” are frequently used as backchannels 
(to express to the interlocutor that the subject is listening or 
showing interest), isolated long “hee” utterances sometimes 
give the impression of paying no attention, or disinterest 
(he4.wav).

A pressed voice quality often appeared in long “heee”
utterances, expressing deep admiration or surprise (he5.wav).

3.5. hai/haihai
The interjection “hai” means “yes”, and can be used in formal 
or casual situations. It is used as a response for a calling, to 
affirm, acknowledge, agree or accept, or as a backchannel 
indicating that the subject is listening to the interlocutor’s 
utterances (hai1.wav).

It is often preceded by an “a” or “aa”, indicating a 
noticing or an understanding (hai2.wav): “aa hai hai hai” (I 
understand…).

Multiple repetitions of “hai” also often occur, reinforcing 
the expression of acknowledgement or understanding. In this 
case, the accentual phrases of each “hai” are usually 
superimposed in a global intonation phrase, so that the 
sequence of “hai”s has a decreasing intonation (hai3.wav).

On the other hand, if the intonation phrase is reset for 
each “hai” in the multiple sequence, so that the sequence of 
“hai” has a more flat intonation, it gives the impression of 
troublesome, or disturbing (hai4.wav).

Finally, a single “hai” can be uttered by a rising 
intonation to ask for a repetition. 

3.6. ha/haa/han
The interjections “haa” and “han” with flat or fall intonations 
are conversational forms between “hai” and “un/hun”, and are 
used as agreeable responses or understanding (ha1.wav).
They are usually accompanied by a soft voice quality, and 
usually appear when there is some distance (in relationship) 
between the interlocutors, expressing modesty. They can be 

short, long or multiply repeated, as in “un”. (ha2.wav)
Long “haa” utterances express admiration, surprise, 

understanding (ha3.wav). When accompanied by a pressed 
voice quality or by a whispery voice quality, the degree of 
admiration/surprise increases (ha4.wav).

“haa” also appears in sighing speech, and is usually 
accompanied by a lowering pitch and a breathy/whispery 
voice quality (ha5.wav).

Finally, a rising intonation for short and soft “ha” can be 
used to ask for a repetition. However, a long and rising 
intonation in “haa” may sound impolite. 

3.7. o/oo/on/oon
The short interjection “o” is used to express surprise or 
noticing (o1.wav), while the long “oo” and “on” appear 
mostly as conversational variations of “aa” and “un”,
indicating understanding (o2.wav). Multiple “oo” or “on” can 
be uttered in sequence, as in “un”, for expressing strong 
understanding (o3.wav).

A long low-powered creaky “oo” also frequently 
appeared as a filler, in the beginning of the utterances, when 
the last syllable of the previous utterance finished with the 
vowel “o” (o4.wav).

3.8. hoo/hon/hoon
The interjections transcribed as “hoo”, “hon” and their 
lengthened counterparts, appeared in casual situations. They 
seem to carry meanings between “un/hun”, “haa” and “oo”,
but were mostly used to express unexpectedness or a slight 
admiration, or simply a backchannel (“I’m listening you.”) 
for the interlocutor’s utterances (ho1.wav).

Flat or falling intonations in “hon” (which seems to be a 
more casual form of “un/hun”) were often found in utterances 
expressing acknowledgement or understanding (ho2.wav).

As in “haa”, when a pressed voice quality is accompanied 
in lengthened “hoo” utterances, it gives an impression of a 
more deep admiration or surprise (ho3.wav).

Also, sighing speech was also observed in “hoo”, with 
features similar with “haa” (ho4.wav).

3.9. iie/ie/ieie
The interjection “iie” is a neutral word used for negative 
answers, i.e., meaning “no” (ie1.wav). “ie” and “iya” (in 
Section 3.10) are conversational variations of “iie” (ie2.wav).

“iie” and “ieie” are also used as a response to a gratitude 
(ie3.wav): “ieie, tondemonai.” (You’re welcome!). 

Although most of the interjections have their lengthened 
counterpart, no “iee” utterances were found in the database, 
as a counterpart for the short “ie” utterances. 

3.10. iya/ya/yaa/iiyaa
The word “iya” means “I don’t like” or “I don’t want”, but its 
use as an interjection is much more common. Short utterances 
“iya” and “iiya” are used to express negative responses, i.e., 
meaning “no” (iya1.wav).

Although “iya” has a negative meaning, it is often used 
simply as a conjunction (short filler) or an opener, in the 
beginning of the utterance (iya2.wav): “iya, …” (So, …).

A pressed voice quality often appears to express a deep 
surprise or embarrassment (iya3.wav).

A high-pitched voice or a harsh/whispery voice quality 
also appears to express a strong surprise (iya4.wav).

The use of “iya” meaning dislike was usually followed by 
a particle, like in “iyada” or “iyaya” (iya5.wav).
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3.11. ara/arya/araa/arara/araara
These interjections are used for expressing surprise or 
unexpectedness, and are mostly used by female speakers. 
Translations found in the dictionary are “Ah!”, “Oh!”, “Dear 
me!”, and “Good gracious!” (ara1.wav): “ara!” (I didn’t 
know that!) 

However, we found in the database that it can also 
express doubt or suspicion: “ara?” (Are you sure?). We found 
that in this case, “ara” tended to have a rising intonation 
(ara2.wav).

The syllable “ra” is usually lengthened, and a soft or 
breathy voice quality is accompanied, when expressing 
sympathy, compassion or pity (ara3.wav): “araaa” (It’s a 
pity…). 

Finally, we found that “araara” was mostly used to 
express a reaction to an undesirable happening (ara4.wav).

3.12. are/aree/arere
These interjections have similar meanings with “ara”,
expressing surprise or unexpectedness, however, with an 
increased nuance of doubt or suspicion (are1.wav): “are!”
(Are you sure?). 

When the syllable “re” is lengthened, the degree of doubt 
or suspicion is increased (are2.wav): “aree?” (Are you really 
sure??). 

“are” is also a demonstrative pronoun meaning “that”, 
indicating a thing or a fact, and its use as an interjection or as 
a pronoun should be discriminated. When the syllable “re” is 
lengthened, it is also often used as a filler, when the speaker 
is thinking while preparing the next utterance (are3.wav):
“aree…” (That… (thinking)). 

3.13. wa/waa/uwaa
The interjection “wa” is commonly used when the subject 
gets surprised or impressed (wa1.wav).

A pressed voice quality was commonly found in “waa”
utterances, increasing the degree of surprise, admiration or 
disgust (wa2.wav – wa3.wav). Harsh/whispery voice qualities 
were also found in “wa” utterances, increasing the degree of 
surprise (wa4.wav).

4. Discussion
It is worth to mention that the discrimination of most of the 
paralinguistic information presented in Section 3 could 
roughly be realized based on prosodic and voice quality 
features. However, there are ambiguities between some of the 
paralinguistic information items (e.g., in long rising 
intonation for “e” and “un”), which would need additional 
contextual information for disambiguation. For example, it is 
reported in a past work that the automatic extraction of 
paralinguistic information resulted in about 75% for the 
interjections “e” and “un” [13]. The errors are in part due to 
acoustic discrimination errors, but part due to ambiguities in 
the acoustic space. The acoustic discrimination and context 
dependency analyses are subjects for future work.  

5. Conclusions
We investigated the variations in the speaking styles and in 
the paralinguistic information, for interjections appearing in 
spontaneous speech. We found similarities and differences in 
the paralinguistic information carried by different 
interjections according to their speaking styles. This indicates 

that the interpretation of the paralinguistic information carried 
by interjections should also consider the phonetic contents 
besides their speaking styles.  
Some common features could be found along the several 
interjections. For example, harsh/whispery voice qualities, 
and pressed voice qualities often appear to strength the 
expression of emotions like surprise, admiration and disgust. 

Future works are the evaluation of automatic extraction of 
paralinguistic information by using acoustic-prosodic features, 
and the application of the dictionary of interjections 
approached in the present work for human-robot dialogue 
interactions.
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